Accommodation and other information

The island of Lesvos, where our conference will be held (online video): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gA53PpK_BkE&feature=youtu.be

Tourism site: http://www.lesvosgreece.gr/en

Accommodation and travel information: Samiotis Tours (tourist office), 43 Kountouriotou Street, 811 00 Mytilini, Lesvos, Tel: (0030) 2251042574-2251042575-2251042576, Fax: 2251041808, E-mail: samiotistours@hotmail.com, Site: www.samiotistours.gr

Conference transportation info: The Urban Bus Service (KTEL) of Mytilene kindly opened routes for the participants of our conference. For the duration of the conference there will be buses to and from the campus of the University of the Aegean every day.

Here are two maps of Mytilene showing the central parts of the town as well as the location of the University of the Aegean where most venues will take place.